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Soft shapes and sublime
sitting comfort



Swell

Swell is a minimalistic furniture 
collection with a playful, light-hearted 
feel designed by the Swedish designer 
Jonas Wagell. The Scandinavian 
simplicity of  the design is 
accentuated by a stringent design 
without unnecessary details. In spite 
of  this, Swell oozes with character and 
personality and its soft, curved shapes 
make it both inviting and provide a 
fantastic sitting comfort.  
The name Swell is a reference to rising 
bread with its full shape, consisting of  
a robust padded back and seat and two 
curvy armrests. The stitching on the 
back and the seat divides the sofa into 
sections and completes the feel.

Soft shapes and 
sublime sitting comfort
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Collection Overview

Swell Armchair
 H: 70 x L: 102 x D: 93 x SH: 42 cm

Swell Sofa 2 seater
H: 70 x L: 167 x D: 93 x SH: 42 cm

Swell Sofa 3 seater
H: 70 x L: 235 x D: 93 x SH: 42 cm
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Description
The voluminous silhouettes of the Swell series give the 
furniture pieces a playful and light-hearted feel and 
ensure a great sitting comfort. The name Swell is a 
reference to rising bread. The stitching on the back and 
the seat divides the sofa into sections and completes 
the look.

Designer / Year Of Design
Jonas Wagell / 2013

Material
Shell: HR foam with upholstery, plywood
Legs: Painted and lacquered ash.

Construction 
Swell consists of a solid plywood frame with Nozaq 
springs with HR 38 cold foam on the seat and HR 35 
cold foam on the back and armrests. On top is a layer 
of supersoft S25 cold foam which ensures optimal 
comfort. The legs are made of painted and lacquered 
ash.

Product Facts
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Maintenance
Textile: Clean with textile or upholstery cleaner. 
Leather: Clean with damp cloth. Use warm water 
with soap flakes. Frequent vacuuming with a soft 
fitting is recommended for both textile and leather to 
preserve color and appearance. Please be aware that 
sharp objects can leave marks. We recommend to 
check and tighten screws every 3-6 months. Please 
make sure your choice of glides is suitable for the 
type of flooring. We recommend to check the glides 
every 3-6 months. If worn down, please replace.

Accessories
Comes with felt glides.
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Material Options

Legs

Upholstery (all available in several colors)

Camira: Synergy, Main Line Flax, Aquarius, Oceanic, Yoredale and Zap
Kvadrat: Reflect, Remix 3, Canvas, Steelcut Trio, Hallingdal, Divina, Divina MD, Divina melange, Fiord, Vidar, Sahco Elle, Sahco Zero
Sørensen Leather: Ultra

Black
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Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 12, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59


